
Sphero Charging Case™

PRE-RELEASE 
INFORMATION

Designed to charge, 
store, secure & carry 6 
Sphero SPRK+ Robots.

Efficient Charging. Easily mount your inductive charging bases into the  

Sphero Charging Case to start charging 6 Robots simultaneously.

Accessory Storage. There is enough room for accessories  

such as Sphero SPRK+ Robot cases, maze tape and protractor.

Secure. No more lost charging bases! A strong aluminium case and keyed lock  

secures your Sphero SPRK+ robots and accessories when they’re not in use.

Easy to Transport. The compact and light frame coupled  

with the carry straps makes transportation safe and easy.

Innovative Design. Easily see all 6 Sphero SPRK+ Robots 

during charging and while they’re locked away.

Lifetime Warranty. PC Locs  

products are built to last.



It just makes life easier.

Specifications: 
dimensions: 429(L) x 199(W) x 151(H) mm    

Efficient charging. Using the inductive charging bases included with 

your Sphero Edu SPRK+ robots you can simultaneously charge six robots 

assuring they’re always ready to use.

Pre-release Information. Specifications and images are for illustration purposes only. Final product may differ. Sphero SPRK+ Charging Case does not come with Sphero SPRK+ Robots or Inductive charging bases. Inductive bases are installed by customers.
1 Visit www.pclocs.com.au for details.

Lifetime warranty. We know that schools can be tough on equipment 

which is why PC Locs products are built to last with a lifetime warranty.1

www.pclocs.com.au 
Phone: 1300 725 627 
sales@pclocs.com.au

Innovative design to transport 

and charge your Sphero Edu 

SPRK+ robots. No matter how big 

or small your Sphero Edu program 

is, the Sphero SPRK+ Charging Case 

can help you charge, store, secure 

and carry Sphero Edu SPRK+ robots 

quickly and easily. The Sphero SPRK+ 

Charging Case accommodates up to 

six Sphero Edu SPRK+ robots, their 

inductive charging bases as well 

as maze tape and protractors in a 

compact and neat hand-held Case.

Innovative design.  Easily see that all six Sphero Edu SPRK+ robots are in 

their place with the open architecture design. 

Accessory storage.  There is an additional storage compartment for 

storing all your accessories in one neat and secure location. 

Easy to transport.  Transport six Sphero Edu SPRK+ robots anywhere 

they need to go in this lightweight, compact Sphero Charging Case. 


